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Abstract
In this contribution we utilize an optimal estimation approach for error-resilient transmission of compressed images over AWGN channels. In contrast to other methods,
we mainly rely on the implicit residual redundancy inherent
in the subband images and the bit-reliability information at
the channel output for error protection. It is shown that by
including a-priori knowledge about the spatial correlations
in the subband images, we obtain a highly increased quality of the reconstructed image. This holds especially for
very noisy channels and a mean-square estimation of the
subband source coefficients.

stream, which then is exploited for error-concealment at the
receiver.

2. Soft-Input Source Decoding by Optimal Estimation
2.1. Transmission system
Let us consider the simple model in Fig. 1. The
source
signal vector         with

denoting the sample index, is generated by an onedimensional scan of a two-dimensional subband image (see
Section 3). Due to complexity and delay constraints the
.
subband image


1. Introduction
Joint source-channel coding for error-resilient image
transmission has recently gained strong interest in the literature, since the classical separation of source and channel
coding seems not to be justified especially for finite-length
source signals. A certain subset of these methods is denoted
by joint source-channel decoding, where the residual redundancy of the source signal is exploited in order to improve
the results from the channel decoding stage [3–5, 9].
In the following we present an error-concealment approach for image transmission over AWGN-channels,
which is based on the source-decoding scheme proposed
in [3]. This method optimally estimates the output signal at the decoder depending on bit-reliability information at the channel output and on the source statistics. In
contrast to many other recent approaches in the literature
(e.g. in [7, 10]) we do not use any channel codes for error
protection, except for transmitting the error-sensitive values of the bit-allocation. Instead, by only using simple
scalar quantizers for the subband images, we deliberately
leave some residual redundancy in the source-encoded bit-

.
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Figure 1. Simple model of the transmission
system
source correlation can never be completely removed by subband decomposition. Therefore, we can generally assume
that the quantized indices ) , which can be represented
with a limited number of * bits, are more or less correlated. In the following, the correlation of the indices is modeled by a first-order stationary Markov-process, where the
Markov-model is described by the index-transition probabilities +-,.)/1032)546798/: , 06;8  <=> ?A@CBEDF> , which
are assumed to be known in advance or to be approximated
at the decoder. In order to allow a more compact notation
we will also use the expression )= GIH5J instead of )610 in the
following.
The index ) is then transmitted over an AWGN-channel,
where for a single bit this scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Transmission model for one bit

mSnporq

After a mapping to bipolar bits we add a white Gaussian
noise sample stnporq . The noise samples have zero mean and
x
Bz , where }~ denotes the energy used
a variance of utwy
v
vM{t|
*3 represents the one-sided power
to transmit each bit and
spectral density of the channel noise. For the conditional
p.d.f. ,.mS nporq=2mSnporq: we then obtain
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with mSnporq  <=>C and mS nporq    . Using this, the conditional p.d.f. for the overall received soft-bit vector ) q , when
a certain )q¡ <=>CB is given, can be written as
¤ B
 q¢2£)qC
 )


x


(2)

.mS
 nporqF2AmSnporqCC¦

initialization of (3) can be carried out with the unconditional
source index probabilities +-,.)q x 0²: .
When we now assume that we have already knowledge
of ¶ q future samples, where ¶ q x · D © and · denoting the overall length of the source-vector ¸ , this additional information can be exploited for increasing the reliability of the APPs. In the general case these proba¨6¹
bilities are given as +-,.)=q GIH5J 2t§  : , which can in principle
be calculated with the BCJR-algorithm [2]. Unfortunately,
application of this algorithm leads to high computational
costs especially for large º and · . Therefore, in the following we only regard the special case for ¶ q x > . The
¨ q ¼
corresponding APPs +-,.» q GIH5J 2t§ 
:
can be expressed by
known quantities, which are the APPs from (3), the channel
µ
p.d.f. in (2), and the transition probabilities +-,.»=q GIH5J 2£»=q5G 46J  :
µ

and +-,.»=q GIH5¼J  2£»=q G J : for the corresponding Markov models,
respectively.
Using the Bayes rule, the Markov property of the source,
and the memoryless property of the AWGN-channel we first
write the APPs as
+-,.»=q GIH5J

¨ q ¼
2t§ 
:
x

+-,.»=q GIH5J
x

n¥

After that, this channel-based knowledge and the residual source correlation is exploited in the source-channel decoding block in Fig. 1 in order to maximize the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at the decoder output.
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Inserting (5) into (4) leads to the desired result for the APPs:
:

at sample index © represent the probability that the index
x
)q
0
has been transmitted, given all already received
¨ q
soft-bit vectors §  x ª )   ¦¦¦ ) q546 ) q5« at the decoder. The
¨ q
value of +-,.)=q GIH5J 2t§  : can be regarded as reliability information for the hypothesis )=q GIH5J , and will be used for the optimal
estimation of the reconstructed subband coefficients at the
decoder output (see Section 2.3). Given the index transition probabilities of the Markov-model and the conditional
p.d.f.s in (1) and (2), resp., the a-posteriori probability can
be recursively calculated as [3, 6]
channel term

µ

 q ¼2£»=q G ¼J  :¾+-,.»=q G ¼J 
, »
µ

 q546 )
 q
0¡2 )  ¦¦¦? )

2£»=q GIH5J :+-,.»=q GIH5J
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The a-posteriori probabilities (APPs)
¨ q
2t§ 

 q ¼
£, »

 q ¼:
 »

where the factor ¬ ½q again ensures that the APPs on the lefthand side are true probabilities. The term , » q ¼2£»=q GIH5J :
in (4) can be further decomposed for a memoryless channel and by using the Bayes rule as

2.2. A-posteriori probabilities

+-,.)=q GIH5J

¨ q
2t§ 

: ¦

(3)

trans. probabilities, Markov source

for 0 x <=> ¦¦¦?A@CB D > . The factor ¬ q normalizes the sum
¨ q
in (3) such that +-,.)=q GIH5J 2§  : is a true probability, and the

+-,.»=q GIH5J

¨ q ¼
2t§ 
:
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In order to utilize the additional knowledge of one future
received sample at time-instant ©/¿y> the APPs from (3) are
weighted with a sum-term containing the index transition
probabilities and the channel term for the index » q ¼ .

2.3. Optimal estimation
The APPs from equation (3) and (6), resp., can now
be used to optimally estimate the vector of subband coefficients ¸ in such a way that the resulting vector
À
À
À
À
x
ª     ¦¦¦?  qÁ  q ¼¦¦¦£« after the estimation min¸ §
imizes the value of a suitable “overall distortion”. For the
sake of clarity we will use +ÂtÃÄ,06A©=: as a general expres¨ q
¨ q ¼
sion for the APPs +-,.»=q GIH5J 2t§  : in (3) and +-,.»=q GIH5J 2t§ 
: in
(6), resp., in the following descriptions of the estimators.

Í

(a) Maximum a-posteriori estimation. The maximum
a-posteriori (MAP) estimator minimizes the decoding error probability in the reconstructed values, where the MAPÀ
estimated indices  q (MAP) are obtained as
À
 q

(MAP)
x

ÀÅ
,.»q

x
0

map :

Æ+ÂtÃÄ,0

map A©=:Ç

(7)
Here, ,0²: denotes the entry of the quantization table belonging to the index 0 . Note that classical maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, which in the absence of channel codes
is only a simple hard decision decoding, represents a special case of the MAP-estimator. This case is characterized
by independent and equally distributed source indices with
+-,.»q x
0¡2£»q546 x
8/: x
+-,.»q x
0²: x
>ÈC@CB
for all 8OA0 .
(b) Mean-squares estimation. The mean-square estimator (MS) directly corresponds to the demand for maximal SNR. Thus, it may be well suited when dealing with
”waveform-like” signals, as for example images. The meanÀ
square-estimated values  q (MS) are derived according to
 q

(MS)

vA´ ³
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where each ,0²: is weighted with the APP corresponding
to the index 0 prior to summation. Note that this estimator
has a ”graceful degradation” property. This can be best seen
from the worst case example for a severely distorted channel, where all +ÂtÃ¢,06A©=: are almost equally distributed. In
À
this case the estimated value  q (MS) takes on the mean of
ÀÅ
,0²: for all 0 .

3. Application to Error-Resilient Transmission
of Compressed Images
The experimental image codec used in our approach is
based on a separable two-dimensional wavelet-based octave filter bank with ¶ levels, where the well known 9-7
filters [1] are used as subband filters. For every subband image the transmission and estimation of the subband source
À
coefficients q in Fig. 1 is carried out independently.
À
In order to obtain the vector-elements q from the twodimensional subband image we employ the scanning methods depicted in Fig. 3, where for the sake of clarity only the
first level of the decomposition is shown. As we can see, the
scanning is carried out in a meander-type style. Thus, the
spatial correlations inherent in the subband images are projected onto correlations between (several) adjacent vectorÀ
elements q for all © in the resulting one-dimensional vector ¸ . Note that this does not necessarily hold for the vectors created by simply concatenating all rows or columns of
the individual subband images. Furthermore, the scanning
orientation in Fig. 3 is chosen such that we try to maximize the correlation between the vector-elements. In the
HL- and LH-subband this corresponds with the orientation

Í

Figure 3. Scanning methods for the individual
subband images
of the lowpass filtering, in the LL- and HH-subband, however, the scanning orientation may be arbitrarily chosen.
After the subband decomposition and scanning, the resulting subband vectors are then quantized with simple
scalar quantizers, where the bit-allocation is performed in
a rate-distortion optimal sense according to the method presented in [8]. Since the bit-allocation values are highly sensitive to channel errors, we assume that these values are
transmitted without errors to the decoder. The bit-rate information only contributes about 1% to the overall bit rate,
so that we can easily protect the corresponding bits with
a sufficiently strong channel code at the expense of only a
minor bit rate increase.

4. Results
We apply this experimental image transmission system
to the ”Goldhill” test image of pixel dimension Î¾ÏÐ-Ñ Î¾ÏÐ
using a ¶ x Î -level wavelet filter bank and a source coding
rate (including all side information) of Ò xyÓ ¦ÕÔÎ bit per pixel
(bpp), where the following different estimation / decoding
techniques are compared:
Ö

Classical maximum-likelihood (hard decision) decoding (”ML”).
Ö

MS estimation without using a-priori knowledge about
the source statistics (”MS, napr.”).
Ö

MS / MAP estimation with
(”MS, P” / ”MAP, P”).
Ö

MS/MAP estimation with +ÂtÃ¢,06A©=×
(”MS, PF1” / ”MAP, PF1”).
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In the last two cases the transition probabilities are directly
derived from the original image, which corresponds to the
optimal case. However, this is infeasible in real transmission scenarios, so that approximations of the transition
probabilities have to be obtained at the decoder, which will
be discussed below. The simulation results are depicted in
Fig. 4, where the average peak SNR (PSNR) values over
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Figure 4. Performance for the "Goldhill" image using the original transition probabilities
( Ò x Ó ¦ÕÔÎ bpp, ¶ x Î )
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(b)
30

100 independent trials versus the ratio }~È º3 are displayed.
From Fig. 4 we can see that exploiting the residual redundancy in the optimal estimation leads to a highly increased
quality of the reconstructed image especially for a very
noisy channel. Here, an additional gain of up to Ï dB is
obtained when we utilize the extended a-priori knowledge
in the ”MS / MAP, PF1”-technique compared to the ”MS /
MAP, P”-approach. Furthermore, when using the same type
of a-priori information, the MS estimation performs slightly
better than the MAP technique.
In order to approximate the transition probabilities at the
decoder they are computed from a training set of 129 images
(i.e. faces, landscapes, satellite images), where the ”Goldhill” and ”Lena” images are not included in the set. This
approximation method (denoted as ”Tr.”) is now compared
with the optimal case from above using the original transition probabilities (”Orig.”). Fig. 5 shows the results for
the ”Goldhill” and ”Lena” images, resp., using a ¶ x Ô
level filter bank and a source coding rate of Ò x Ó ¦ÕÔ Ü bpp.
We here use only three levels for the subband decomposition (compared to ¶ x Î in Fig. 4), since by using a training set with only 129 subband images the transition probabilities for the low-frequency subband images (and especially for the LL-subband) may not be representative for
larger ¶ . It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the best feasible estimation approach can be obtained by using the ”MS,
PF1, Tr.”-technique. However, this method is inferior to all
approaches using the original transition probabilities. For
example, for the ”Goldhill” image (Fig. 5(a)) in the worst
case for }~È º3 x Ó dB we are about 2 dB away from the
best optimal result, for the ”Lena” image in Fig. 5(b) the
deviation from the optimal case is even worse.
Finally, Fig. 6 compares the performance of the image
transmission system for the ”Goldhill” image with ¶ x Ô
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Figure 5. Performance using different methods for representing the transition probabilities at the decoder ( Ò Ý Ó=Þ Ô Ü bpp, ß Ý Ô ):
(a) "Goldhill", (b) "Lena" image.
and ÒÆÝ Ó=Þ Ô Ü bpp for an exact match of the channel-SNR at
the decoder (which has been assumed in all earlier simulations) and under channel mismatch conditions (”mism.”). In
the latter case the decoder is designed for a channel-SNR of
1 dB. We can see from Fig. 6 that the overall transmission
system is very robust against a channel mismatch. Even
a mismatch of àÌá dB only leads to a PSNR-loss of about
â
dB.
An example of the good reconstruction quality is given in
Fig. 7 for a highly corrupted channel ( ãä?å æ3çèÝyé dB) using
the ”MS, PF1” estimator, where the transition probabilities
are derived from the original image in Fig. 7(a), and from
the training set in Fig. 7(b).
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6. Conclusion
We have shown for image transmission over AWGNchannels that especially for highly corrupted channels it
seems advantageous to leave some residual redundancy at
the output of the source coder. This implicit redundancy
can be exploited for error-concealment at the decoder with
only a negligible amount of additional channel coding using an optimal estimation approach based on bit-reliability
information at the channel output and on the subband image
statistics. The proposed transmission system is fairly robust
against a mismatch of the channel-SNR at the decoder. Furthermore, the subband image statistics can be approximated
at the decoder from a large image training set without leading to a large quality loss in the reconstructed image.
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